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Dear Treasurer, 

 

Corporations (Stay on Enforcing Certain Rights) Amendment (Corporate Insolvency Reforms) 
Declaration 2020 [F2020L01682] 

The Senate Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Delegated Legislation (the committee) assesses 
all disallowable legislative instruments against scrutiny principles outlined in Senate standing 
order 23. The committee has identified scrutiny concerns in relation to the above instrument and 
has resolved to seek your advice in relation to these matters. 

Exemptions from the operation of primary legislation  
Parliamentary oversight 

Senate standing order 23(3)(j) requires the committee to consider whether an instrument contains 
matters more appropriate for parliamentary enactment. This may include instruments which 
provide continuing exemptions to primary legislation. In addition, Senate standing order 23(3)(k) 
requires the committee to scrutinise each legislative instrument as to whether it complies with 
any ground relating to the technical scrutiny of delegated legislation. This includes whether an 
instrument limits parliamentary oversight.  

The instrument amends the Corporations (Stay on Enforcing Certain Rights) Declaration 2018 (the 
2018 declaration) to declare kinds of contractual and other rights that do not attract the stay on 
enforcing rights merely because the company has entered restructuring under the debt 
restructuring process under subsection 454N(1) of the Corporations Act 2001 (the Act). While 
some of the provisions of the instrument appear to be technical, items 3 and 8 of Schedule 1 
appear to provide for substantial exemptions to the operation of the Act.  

Item 3 inserts subsection 5(3A) into the 2018 declaration, which provides that the exemptions in 
the 2018 declaration that apply to other provisions of the Act now also apply to subsection 
454N(1) for companies being restructured. This appears to expand the list of exemptions that now 
apply to restructured companies to include many different types of financial rights.  

Item 8 inserts subsection 6(3A) into the 2018 declaration which establishes an exemption to the 
appointment of a controller of property in identified circumstances.  



 

The committee has long been concerned with provisions in delegated legislation which modify the 
operation of primary legislation, particularly where those modifications appear to substantially 
depart from the original provision. The committee therefore expects the explanatory statement to 
any modification instrument to comprehensively justify the nature and scope of the relevant 
modifications. 

The committee's longstanding view is that provisions which modify the operation of primary 
legislation should cease to operate no more than three years after they commence. This is to 
ensure a minimum degree of regular parliamentary oversight.  

In addition, as per the committee's guidelines, the committee considers that the explanatory 
statement should indicate whether there is any intention to conduct a review of the relevant 
provisions to determine if they remain necessary and appropriate, including whether it is 
appropriate to include the provisions in delegated legislation.   

In this regard, the explanatory statement does not explain why it is necessary and appropriate for 
these measures to be included in delegated as opposed to primary legislation.  

In light of this, from a scrutiny perspective, the committee considers that the instrument should be 
amended to specify that it ceases to operate three years after commencement. If it becomes 
necessary to extend the operation of these provisions, the committee considers that this should 
be done by amending the primary legislation or via a subsequent legislative instrument that is 
subject to disallowance and parliamentary scrutiny.  

The committee therefore requests your advice as to: 

• why it is considered necessary and appropriate to use delegated legislation, rather than 
primary legislation, to provide for exemptions to the operation of the Corporations Act 
2001;  

• whether the Corporations (Stay on Enforcing Certain Rights) Amendment (Corporate 
Insolvency Reforms) Declaration 2020 [F2020L01682] can be amended to provide that 
the measures cease within three years after commencement; and 

• whether there is any intention to conduct a review of the relevant provisions to 
determine if they remain necessary and appropriate, including whether it is appropriate 
to include the provisions in delegated legislation. 

As the committee continues to have significant systemic scrutiny concerns relating to instruments 
which modify the operation of primary legislation, the committee welcomes your invitation to 
meet with your office, the Treasury, and ASIC to discuss these concerns. As this systemic issue is of 
deep, ongoing concern to the committee, as set out in separate correspondence from myself and 
the Deputy Chair, the committee considers this meeting should be held prior to the next 
parliamentary sitting week. 

Consultation on specific instrument 

Senate standing order 23(3)(d) requires the committee to scrutinise each instrument as to 
whether persons likely to be affected by the instrument, including relevant experts, were 
adequately consulted in relation to the specific instrument.  

Section 17 of the Legislation Act 2003 (Legislation Act) requires that, prior to an instrument being 
made, the rule-maker must be satisfied that appropriate consultation was undertaken.  

The committee therefore expects the explanatory statement to an instrument to address 
consultation that was undertaken in relation to the specific instrument. Where consultation has 
previously been undertaken in relation to a broader issue, a set of legislative reforms, or enabling 
















